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+19122834455 - http://www.facebook.com/pages/Fuji%20Express/100878086623184/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Fuji Express from Waycross. Currently, there are 16
courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Fuji Express:
Such kind employees. The food is done swiftly and is very good. Love their carrots. Your always made to feel

welcome. The bathroom tends to be very cold however so either go before you visit this or take a parka to wear.
Lol. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities.

What User doesn't like about Fuji Express:
my rice was more suppe. it was flooded with what I suspect was carrot juice. I also ordered a side of carrots. it

was also full of juice. they were out of everything. the carrots were also ice cold. the cash register was great. the
chef has to dress up! read more. With a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, the Fuji Express from

Waycross prepares healthy, fine Japanese meals, Among the guests, especially delicious juices are highly
sought after. Furthermore, they serve you delicious seafood meals, On the daily specials there are also several

Asian dishes.
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Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Desser�
PUTO

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
CARROTS

CHICKEN

CHICKEN TERIYAKI

VEGETABLES

BROCCOLI

TRAVEL

MEAT

SEAFOOD

MUSHROOMS

TERIYAKI
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